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In recent years, with the continuous development of information technology, more
and more car rental companies are beginning to have their own information management
system of car rental information management system, especially in large multinational
car rental companies in the management of information automation is becoming a trend
of development. To develop a scientific and Web based system for vehicle rental
information management, which helps the car rental company to vehicle and order
information management, has become a more important research topic.
Based on the background of the management of car rental, this dissertation designs
and implements an information management system of vehicle rental, which is based on
the requirement analysis, and adopts the idea of modular design. In addition, this
dissertation also to the database were detailed design of car rental information
management system specification of the automobile in the ledger management, order
information management process, realize the paperless office and standardization office,
to achieve the expected goal.
The main contents of this dissertation include:
1.Through the current car rental management situation of the investigation and study,
article do the analysis of the construction of network technology which based on the
importance of the car rental management system.
2.This dissertation analyzes the current network system B/S architecture, which use
Java architecture the detailed design of the system; and which introduces technical
characteristics of the analysis of the process of the system implementation using MVC
technology development system.
3.The article summed up the car rental management system detailed business
requirements, functional requirements and performance requirements.
4.The car rental management system for the detailed design and implementation.















query module, car rental vehicle module, vehicle returned modules, new car purchase
management module and warehouse management module.
5. The implementation of car rental system that has carried on the system test.
Mainly implements the system function test and system test results. Through the
test,which is to get up the lease system have a complete understanding.
Through in this dissertation, the car rental information management system design
and implementation, which to reduce the burden of leasing company management
personnel, that improve the management level and is of great significance to strengthen
the construction of information of leasing.
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